An update on advanced dual-energy CT for head and neck cancer imaging.
Introduction: Dual-energy-computed tomography (DECT) is an advanced form of computed tomography (CT) that enables spectral tissue characterization beyond what is possible with conventional CT scans. DECT can improve non-invasive diagnostic evaluation of the neck, especially for the evaluation of head and neck cancer. Areas covered: This article is a review of current applications of DECT for the evaluation of head and neck cancer, focusing largely on squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC). The article will begin with a brief overview of principles and different approaches for DECT scanning. This will be followed by a review of different DECT applications in diagnostic imaging and radiation oncology, practical and workflow considerations, and various emerging advanced applications for tumor analysis, including the use of DECT datasets for radiomics and machine learning applications. Expert opinion: Using a multi-parametric approach, different DECT reconstructions can be used to improve diagnostic evaluation and surveillance of head and neck cancer, including improving visibility of HNSCC, determination of tumor boundaries and extent, and invasion of critical organs such as the thyroid cartilage. In the future, the large amount of quantitative information on DECT scans may be leveraged for improving radiomic and machine learning models for tumor characterization.